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Abstract
Robust inference is of great importance in modern statistics. In this dissertation,
we introduce a series of robust statistical procedures based on the concept of Lq-
likelihood [1]. The Lq-likelihood function partially preserves the desired properties
of the log-likelihood function. Moreover, it provides remarkable robustness, on which
we can develop robust statistical procedures. The tuning parameter q of the Lq-
likelihood makes our robust statistical procedures more flexible; because when q → 1,
the Lq-likelihood reduces to the traditional log-likelihood. Therefore, we can use q
to adjust the efficiency-robustness trade off as well as the bias-variance trade off.
In this dissertation, we first introduce a new robust estimator called maximum Lq-
likelihood estimate (MLqE) and derive its properties from a robust statistics point
of view. We also develop a robust testing procedure — the Lq-likelihood ratio test
(LqLR) — and demonstrate its effectiveness on contaminated data. We further move
to the problem of robust estimation of mixture models and propose an expectation
maximization algorithm for Lq-likelihood (EM-Lq). Finally, we develop a robust
clustering technique and provide an application of our technique to brain graph data.
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Robust statistics has been of great importance in modern statistics. There has
been extensive research on the treatment of robust statistics. We understand that
statistics is a subject dealing with collecting, analyzing and interpreting data. These
procedures are well studied under a collection of strict assumptions. However, when
these assumptions are not satisfied, traditional statistical methods fail to maintain
effectiveness. On the other hand, robust statistics studies the effect of assumption
violation and proposes remedies. Robust statistical methods perform about as well as
traditional methods under the assumptions. Meanwhile, robust methods also main-




Robust statistics has been well studied since [2]. Several important concepts have
been introduced in the context of robust statistics, for example, influence function [3]
and breakdown point [4]. In this dissertation, we will introduce another class of
estimator which is a special case of the M-estimator. We will study its properties in
terms of estimation and testing.
1.2 Preliminaries
1.2.1 Exponential Family
Commonly used distributions, for example, Normal, Binomial, Poisson, Gamma,
Beta, etc., all belong to one important class of distribution — exponential family
— whose properties have been well studied [5]. A distribution family {fθ : θ ∈ Θ},
Θ ⊂ Rp, is called a p-parameter exponential family if there exits real valued functions
η1(θ), ..., ηp(θ), B(θ), T1(x), ..., Tp(x) and h(x) (with x ∈ Rd) such that the density
function of fθ can be written as





, x ∈ X ⊂ Rd




For example, for a normal distribution, it is clear that























The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) is an asymmetric “distance” between two








Notice that KL(g||h) ≥ 0.
1.2.3 MLE for Misspecified Models
Sometimes the assumed model may provide an incorrect description of the data.
For example, the true data generating process g(·) does not belong to the assumed
3
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class of distributions {f : f ∈ F}. This is called model misspecification. To some
extent, all models are misspecified. The consequences of using a misspecified model
are of particular concern in many disciplines. In this section, we briefly introduce the
properties of MLE for misspecified models. In [6], the author has shown that MLE is
a consistent (and asymptotically normally distributed) estimator of f ∗, which is the
model in the assumed class of models that minimizes the KL distance between the
true data generating process g and the assumed model F , i.e.,
f ∗ = arg min
f∈F
KL(g||f).
Therefore f ∗, the element in F that has the least KL distance from g, can be consid-
ered as a projection of g onto F . For more detailed explanation, please refer to [6].
1.2.4 Mixture Models
A mixture model is a probabilistic model for representing the presence of subpop-







πj = 1 πj = 1 > 0
where πj is the component weight, fj(x; θj) is the component density with component
parameter θj, and k is the complexity of the mixture model (i.e., number of compo-
4
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nents). A mixture model is at the heart of many statistical problems such as image
segmentation and clustering. Among all mixture models, a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) is the most frequently used. The Gaussian mixture model is one type of mix-
ture model with all component densities being normal distributions. The parameter




j ) ∈ Θ, where
Θ = (0, 1)k−1 × (−∞,∞)k × (0,∞)k ⊂ R3k−1.
The likelihood under the mixture model is unbounded at the boundary of the
parameter space Θ. The MLE of θ of such a mixture model as a global maximizer
of the likelihood function does not exist. However, the largest local maximizer of the
likelihood function has been proved to be a consistent estimator of the parameter.
To obtain such an estimate, we apply the expectation maximization algorithm (EM),
which is an iterative algorithm that usually converges to the local maximizer. In this
chapter, we properly set the initial values of the iterative procedure to obtain esti-
mates so that we avoid the singularities of likelihood surface. A detailed explanation
of mixture models and MLE for mixture models can found in [7].
1.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
A likelihood function L(x, θ) represents the likelihood of observing the current




The likelihood function is one of the most important concept in statistics. Since it
was first used by R.A. Fisher in 1922 [8] under the context of “method of maximum
likelihood,” there has been a great amount of research based on Fisher’s original idea.
The likelihood function is a cornerstone for frequentist statistics as well as Bayesian
statistics. Therefore, the study of the likelihood function is critical to the development
of statistics.
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a method of estimating the parameters
of a statistical model.
1.4 Lq-Likelihood
Ferrari and Yang [1] proposed an alternative of likelihood function called Lq-






where q > 0. Notice that when q → 1, Lq(u)→ log(u).
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The newly introduced Lq-likelihood appears to be more robust than the traditional
log-likelihood when q < 1. This is because the log function is unbounded from below,
i.e., log u→∞ as u→ 0. On the other hand, the Lq function is bounded when q < 1,
i.e., Lq(u) → −1/(1 − q) as u → 0. Figure 1.1 compares two functions. For q < 1,
the Lq function is above the log function. For q > 1, the Lq function is below the log
function. Both cases preserve concavity. When q → 0, Lq tends to x− 1.
To see the effect on the Lq/log-likelihood surface, we present a simple example.
Suppose we have a sample x = (x1, ..., xn), n = 10, from a normal distribution
N(u, σ2 = 1) with known variance σ2 = 1. The Lq/log-likelihood surface against
parameter u is plotted in Figure 1.2. As we can see from the figure, depending on
q < 1 or q > 1, the Lq-likelihood is uniformly above or below the log-likelihood, which
is consistent with the property of the Lq function shown in Figure 1.1. That is,
Lq(u) > log(u) for 0 < q < 1,
Lq(u) < log(u) for q > 1.
However, consider changing one of the observations, say, x10 to a much larger value,
say, xnew10 = x10 + 5. This change can be thought of as a measurement error or an
7
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the Lq and log functions.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of the Lq/log likelihoods against parameter u for a sample
from N(u, σ2 = 1).
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outlier. We plot the new Lq/log-likelihood surfaces based on the modified sample
along with the old Lq/log-likelihood surfaces in Figure 1.3. We can see that the log-
likelihood surface is greatly changed, whereas Lq-likelihood (q < 1) surface is much
less sensitive to the perturbation of the data. On the other hand, the Lq-likelihood
(q > 1) surface is much more sensitive to the perturbation than the log-likelihood
surface. From this figure, we can have an idea of how to make use of the robustness
of the Lq-likelihood function. Throughout this dissertation, we focus mainly on q < 1;
however, the case of q > 1 is also of great importance in other research areas.
10
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the Lq/log likelihoods against parameter u. Old likelihoods






In this chapter, we introduce maximum Lq-likelihood estimation and study its
properties.
2.1 Definitions and Basic Properties
First, let us start with the traditional maximum likelihood estimation. Suppose
data X follows a distribution with probability density function fθ parameterized by
θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rp. Given the observed data x = (x1, ..., xn), the maximum likelihood
12
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estimate is defined as






Similarly, the maximum Lq-likelihood estimate [1] is defined as





where Lq(u) = (u
1−q − 1)/(1 − q) and q > 0. By L’Hopital’s rule, when q → 1,
Lq(u) → log(u). The tuning parameter q is called the distortion parameter, which
governs how distorted Lq is away from the log function. Based on this property, we
conclude that the MLqE is a generalization of the MLE.
Define




U∗(x; θ, q) = ∇θLq(f(x; θ)) = U(x; θ)f(x; θ)1−q.
We know that θ̂MLE is a solution of the likelihood equation 0 =
∑n
i=1 U(xi; θ). Simi-
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It is easy to see that θ̂MLqE is a solution to a weighted version of the likelihood
equation that θ̂MLE solves. The weights are proportional to the power transformation
of the probability density function, f(xi; θ)
1−q. When q < 1, the MLqE puts more
weight on the data points with high likelihoods, and less weight on the data points
with low likelihoods. The tuning parameter q adjusts how aggressively the MLqE
distorts the weight allocation. The MLE can be considered as a special case of the
MLqE with equal weights.












wi(xi − µ̂MLqE)2, (2.3)
where wi = ϕ(xi; µ̂MLqE, σ̂2MLqE)
1−q and ϕ is a normal probability density function.
From equations (2.2) and (2.3), we conclude that the MLqE of the mean and the
variance of a normal distribution are just the weighted mean and weighted variance.
When q < 1, the MLqE gives smaller weights for data points lying in the tail of
the normal distribution, and puts more weights on data points near the center. By
doing so, the MLqE becomes less sensitive to outliers than the MLE at the cost of
introducing bias into the estimation. A simple and fast re-weighting algorithm is
available for solving (2.2) and (2.3) [1]. Details of the algorithm are described in
Chapter 7.
14
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2.2 Consistency and Bias-Variance Trade
Off
Before discussing the consistency of the MLqE, let us look at the MLE first. It
is well studied that the MLE is quite generally a consistent estimator. Suppose the
true distribution f0 ∈ F , where F is a family of distributions; we know that
f0 = arg max
g∈F
Ef0 log g(X),
which shows the consistency of the MLE. However, when we replace the log function
with the Lq function, we do not have the same property.






We also define F to be a family of distributions that is closed under such a trans-




0 = arg max
g∈F
Ef0Lq(g(X)).
Thus we see that the maximizer of the expectation of the Lq-likelihood is the escort
distribution (r = 1/q) of the true density f0. In order to also achieve consistency for
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the MLqE, [1] lets q tend to 1 as n approaches infinity.
For a parametric distribution family G = {f(x; θ) : θ ∈ Θ}, suppose it is closed
under the escort transformation (i.e., ∀θ ∈ Θ, ∃θ′ ∈ Θ, s.t. f(x; θ′) = f(x; θ)(1/q)). We
have a similar property, θ̃ = arg maxθ∈Θ Eθ0Lq(f(X; θ)), where θ̃ satisfies f(x; θ̃) =
f(x; θ0)
(1/q).
We now understand that, when maximizing the Lq-likelihood, we are essentially
finding the escort distribution of the true density, not the true density itself, so our
MLqE is asymptotically biased. However, this bias can be compensated by variance
reduction if the distortion parameter q is properly selected. Take the MLqE for the
normal distribution for example. With an appropriate q < 1, the MLqE will partially
ignore the data points on the tails while focusing more on fitting data points around
the center. The MLqE obtained this way is possibly biased (especially for the scale
parameter), but will be less volatile to a significant change of data on the tails,
hence, a good example of bias-variance trade off. The distortion parameter q can
be considered as a tuning parameter that adjusts the magnitude of the bias-variance
trade off.
2.3 Confidence Intervals
There are generally two ways to construct confidence intervals for the MLqE. One
is parametric, the other is nonparametric. In this section, we discuss the univariate
16
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case. The multivariate case can be obtained via a natural extension.
For the parametric approach, we know that the MLqE is an M-estimator, whose
asymptotic variance is available. In order to have the asymptotic variance be valid,
we need the sample size to be reasonably large so that the Central Limit Theorem
applies. However, in our application, the MLqE deals with small or moderate sample
sizes in most cases. So the parametric approach is not ideal, but it does provide a
guideline to evaluate the estimator.
The second approach is the nonparametric bootstrap method. We create boot-
strap samples from the original sample, and calculate their MLqEs for all bootstrap
samples. We further calculate the lower and upper quantiles of these MLqEs, and call
these quantiles the lower and upper bounds of the confidence interval. This method
is model agnostic, and works well with the MLqE.
2.4 MLqE for Exponential Family
A family of distribution is called an exponential family if there exist functions
η(θ), B(θ), T (x) and h(x), such that the density of the distribution family can be
written as
f(x; θ) = h(x) exp η(θ)T (x)−B(θ).
Suppose x = (x1, ..., xn) follows f(x; θ) where f belongs to an exponential family
17
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with natural parameter θ. We know that MLE of θ is consistent, that is
θ̂MLE
p→ θ, n→∞.





For example, if f(x) is a normal distribution ϕ(x;u, σ2), then the natural param-















Robust Hypothesis Testing via
Lq-Likelihood
In this chapter, we introduce a robust testing procedure — the Lq-likelihood ratio
test (LqLR)— and show that, for the special case of testing the location parameter
of a symmetric distribution in the presence of gross error contamination, our test
dominates the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test at all levels of contamination.
3.1 Introduction
The likelihood ratio test (LR) is one of the most frequently used statistical tools
in many areas of scientific research. However, only under a collection of strict as-
sumptions does the LR obtain its assumed optimal performance. It is known that
19
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its performance degrades significantly due to a merely mild violation of model as-
sumptions. In an attempt to overcome this problem, we propose a robust testing
procedure — the Lq-likelihood ratio test (LqLR) — using the newly developed con-
cept of Lq-likelihood [1]. Under a gross error model, the performance of the LqLR is
compared favorably to the LR and other nonparametric tests, such as the Wilcoxon-
Mann-Whitney test [9, 10] and the sign test [11]. In the special case of testing the
location parameter of a symmetric distribution, our testing procedure uniformly beats
the Wilcoxon test and the sign test at all levels of contamination.
Our study of the LqLR focuses on the context of a gross error model h(x) =
(1− ε)f(x; θ) + εg(x), where f is our “idealized” model with the parameter θ that we
are interested in testing, g is the measurement error component (or the contamination
component), ε is the contamination ratio. With ε > 0, h represents the true data
generating process which is a small deviation from the “idealized” model f . For a
data set generated by h, the majority of the data points (i.e., roughly a proportion of
1−ε) come from f , whereas the rest of the data points (from g) are usually considered
measurement errors or outliers.
The measurement error problem has been one of the most practical problems in
Statistics. Suppose we have some measurements X = (X1, X2, ..., Xn) generated by
a scientific experiment. X follows a distribution fθ with an interpretable parameter
θ, our parameter of interest. However, we do not observe X, rather, we observe
X∗ = (X∗1 , X
∗
2 , ..., X
∗
n) where most of the X
∗
i = Xi, but there are a few outliers due to
20
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human errors, or instrument malfunction, or simply an errorful observation process.
In other words, X∗ is X contaminated with gross errors. Under such circumstances,
using data X∗, we still have θ as the target parameter for our hypothesis testing or
estimation [5]. To overcome this problem, we introduce the LqLR.
Robust statistics has been well studied for the past 50 years. It addresses the
problem of model assumption violation and proposes remedies for this issue. A robust
statistical procedure performs nearly optimally when model assumptions are valid
and still maintains good performance when the assumptions are violated. A robust
procedure should be able to produce a valid conclusion regardless of a few bad or
contaminated data points. Within the subject of robust statistics, there is relatively
less research on testing than estimation [3, 4]. This is partially because the setting
for hypothesis testing is more complex than estimation.




/p0(xi))). The tuning parameters c
′ and c′′ are brought into the equation to ad-
dress the effect of outliers whose likelihood is exceedingly small and causes the ratio
p1(xi)/p0(xi) to approach zero or infinity. However, hard thresholding using c
′ and c′′
not only causes problems for maximization or minimization, it also induces sensitiv-
ity to the thresholds. On the other hand, the LqLR can be considered as a smooth
version of the Huberized likelihood ratio test.
The structure of our chapter is as follows. We begin with a brief introduction of
Lq-likelihood, and compare a “light” version of our LqLR with the log-likelihood based
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test statistic in terms of relative efficiency in Section 3.2. We further introduce our
major contribution — the LqLR — in Section 3.3 and prove its robustness properties
via the analysis of the asymptotic distribution. We also discuss several related issues
such as identifying the critical values. Numerical results of our test are presented in
Section 3.4. We discuss the selection of the tuning parameter q in Section 3.5 and
demonstrate the superior performance of our test compared to the LR, the Wilcoxon
test, and the sign test. We provide discussion and conclusions in Section 3.6 and
relegate the proofs to Appendix (Chapter 7).
3.2 Lq-Likelihood Based Test Statistic
3.2.1 Lq-Likelihood
A likelihood function measures the likelihood of the observed sample x = (x1, ..., xn)
under the hypothesized model. It is defined as L(x; θ) =
∏n
i=1 f(xi; θ), where f is
the hypothesized model with θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rd. Usually it is more convenient to work
with the log-likelihood, l(x; θ) = logL(x; θ) =
∑n
i=1 log f(xi; θ). [1] introduced the
Lq-likelihood which is defined as
∑n
i=1 Lq(f(xi; θ)). It essentially replaces the log
function by the Lq function with a tuning parameter q > 0. The Lq function is de-
fined as Lq(u) = (u
1−q − 1)/(1 − q) for q 6= 1, and Lq(u) = log u for q = 1. Notice
that when q → 1, Lq(u)→ log u. Throughout this chapter, we assume 0 < q ≤ 1.
To estimate θ based on x, maximum likelihood estimation is usually used: θ̂MLE =
22
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arg maxθ∈Θ
∑n
i=1 log f(xi; θ). Alternatively, we can use maximum Lq-likelihood es-
timation (MLqE), θ̂MLqE = arg maxθ∈Θ
∑n
i=1 Lq(f(xi; θ)). For MLqE, we solve the
Lq-likelihood equation, 0 =
∑
[f ′θ(xi)/fθ(xi)]fθ(xi)
1−q, which is a weighted version of
the likelihood equation. When q < 1, data points with high (or low) likelihoods are
assigned large (or small) weights. As q → 1, the MLqE becomes MLE.
The reason we gain robustness from the Lq-likelihood is that the Lq function is
bounded from below for 0 < q < 1. It is easily seen that Lq(u) ≥ −1/(1− q), whereas
log(x)→ −∞ when x→ 0+. In this case, if we have an outlier, say x1, which gives a
very small value of f(x1; θ), then
∑
log f(xi; θ) approaches −∞, no matter whether θ
gives high likelihood for x2, ... , xn, i.e., large values of f(x2; θ), ... , f(xn; θ). On the
other hand, since Lq(u) is bounded, it limits the effect of one particular data point on
the quantity
∑
Lq(f(xi; θ)). Therefore, the Lq-likelihood surface is much more stable
than the log-likelihood surface against a perturbation of a small portion of the data.
3.2.2 MLqE as the Test Statistic and its Relative
Efficiency
To show the advantage of Lq-likelihood in terms of relative efficiency, we tem-
porarily use the MLq estimate of θ (θ̂MLqE with 0 < q < 1) as our test statistic until
we introduce our Lq-likelihood ratio test (LqLR) in Section 3.3. We denote this light
version of our test statistic as Tq,n. We compare Tq,n (q < 1) with T1,n (q = 1), which
23
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is the ML estimate θ̂MLE.
Suppose we are given the observed data x = (x1, ..., xn) from a pdf f(x; θ). We
want to test the hypotheses H0 : θ = θ0 and H1 : θ > θ0 with a size of α.













ψq(x; θ). When q = 1, we have ψ1(x; θ) = f
′
θ/f .
Theorem 3.2.1. The asymptotic distribution of Tq,n is
√
n(Tq,n−uq(θ)) ∼ N(0, Vq(θ)),
where Vq(θ) = E[ψq(X; θ)
2]/E[ψ′q(X; θ)]




n(T1,n − u1(θ)) ∼ N(0, 1/E[ψ1(X; θ)2]) which attains the
Cramér-Rao lower bound.
Proof. The proof follows from the asymptotic normality of the M-estimator.
We use Tq,n as our test statistic and reject H0 when Tq,n is large. To maintain
the size of α, we reject H0 when
Tq,n−uq(θ0)√
Vq(θ0)/n
≥ Cq,n. Notice that Cq,n → z1−α when
n→∞, where z1−α is the 1− α quantile of the standard normal distribution.
It is straightforward to prove that Tq,n with 0 < q ≤ 1 satisfies the assumptions
1 - 4 of [12] pp 371-372, which are restated in Appendix (Chapter 7). Therefore, we
have
Definition 3.2.2. The efficacy of Tq,n (0 < q ≤ 1) is cq =
u′q(θ0)√
Vq(θ0)
, where u′q is the
derivative of uq.
Theorem 3.2.2. For testing H0 : θ = θ0 against H1 : θ = θ0 +
δ√
n
, the limit of the
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power of Tq,n (0 < q ≤ 1) is Πq,n → Φ(cqδ − z1−α), where Φ(·) is the cumulative
distribution function for standard normal distribution.
Proof. See [12], pp 372, Theorem 11.
Now we study how the relative efficiency between T1,n and Tq,n (0 < q < 1)
changes as the level of contamination increases. Suppose data follows a gross error
model h(x; θ, ε) = (1− ε)f(x; θ) + εg(x), where f(x, θ) is the idealized model, θ is the
location parameter that we want to test for, g is the contamination component, and
ε is the contamination ratio. Notice that when ε = 0, we have h = f .
In this case, the expectation of Tq,n under h becomes uq(θ) = EhTq,n. The





2 . The null hypothesis H0 : θ = θ0 is tested against the alternative
hypothesis H1 : θ > θ0. From [12], the relative efficiency between T1,n and Tq,n is

















Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose f and g are distributions that are symmetric about θ. The
relative efficiency between T1,n and Tq,n is eq,1 =
V1(θ0)
Vq(θ0)
. The limiting power of Tq,n
becomes Πq,n → Φ( δVq(θ0) − uα).
Proof. When f and g are distributions that are symmetric about θ, it is easy to see




q(θ) = 1. Applying the result on the
definition of relative efficiency proves the theorem.
For a concrete example, let us assume h, the true data generating process, to be a
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ε
Figure 3.1: Relative efficiency eq,1 as a function of contamination ratio ε.
gross error model h(x; θ, ε) = (1− ε)ϕ(x; θ, 1) + εϕ(x; θ, 10) where the normal distri-
bution ϕ(x; θ, 1) corresponds to f and the normal distribution ϕ(x; θ, 10) corresponds
to g. By setting q = 0.9, we plot eq,1 as a function of ε in Figure 3.1. As we can
see from the figure, eq,1 starts below 1 and gradually increases above 1. This implies
that, in order to achieve the same level of power, it takes T1,n fewer data points than
Tq,n when there is no contamination. On the other hand, when contamination level
gradually increases, it takes T1,n more data points to get the same power of Tq,n. Note
that the ratio is only slightly below 1 when contamination ratio is 0, but significantly
higher than 1 when contamination ratio increases over 1%. Hence, we have success-
fully traded efficiency at zero-contamination for robustness at heavy contamination.
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3.3 Lq-Likelihood Ratio Test
3.3.1 Lq-likelihood Ratio Test Statistic
With the success of the previous section, we can continue to define a Lq-likelihood
ratio test. Before we state the definition, let us briefly review the traditional likelihood
ratio test (LR).
Suppose we have data x = (x1, ..., xn). The null and alternative hypotheses are
given by H0 : θ ∈ Θ0, H1 : θ ∈ Θ1 where Θ0 is the null parameter space and Θ1
is the alternative parameter space. The LR test statistic is Λ(x) = supθ∈Θ0 L(x, θ)
/ supθ∈Θ0∪Θ1 L(x, θ) = L(x, θ̂0)/L(x, θ̂1), where θ̂0 and θ̂1 are the ML estimates of θ
within Θ0 and Θ0 ∪ Θ1, respectively. Normally we use the equivalent test statistic
D(x) = −2 log Λ(x) = −2
∑n
i=1 log f(xi, θ̂0) + 2
∑n
i=1 log f(xi, θ̂1) ≥ 0. We reject the
null hypothesis when we have a large value of D(x). Naturally, we can define the








where θ̂q,0 and θ̂q,1 are MLq estimates of θ within the parameter spaces Θ0 and Θ0∪Θ1,
respectively. We reject the null hypothesis when we have a large Dq(x). Note that
when q = 1, the LqLR becomes the LR.
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3.3.2 Asymptotic Distribution
In this section, we derive the asymptotic distribution of the LqLR test statistic.
For simplicity, we assume a simple null hypothesis H0 : θ = θ0, a composite alternative
hypothesis H1 : θ 6= θ0, θ ∈ Θ and a 1-dimensional parameter space Θ ⊂ R. Hence,
Dq(x) = −2
∑n
i=1 Lq(f(xi, θ0)) + 2
∑n
i=1 Lq(f(xi, θ̂q)), where θ̂q is the MLq estimate
of θ. For such a test statistic, we have
Theorem 3.3.1. The asymptotic null distribution of Dq(x) is given by
Dq(x)
∣∣∣H0 d→ E[ψq(X; θ0)2]−E[ψ′q(X; θ0)]χ21,
where χ21 is a random variable following a Chi-square distribution with a degree of
freedom 1.









































∣∣∣H0 d→ N(0, 1),
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2 . So Slutsky’s Theorem completes the proof.
Notice that when q = 1, E[ψ1(X; θ0)
2] = −E[ψ′1(X; θ0)], so D1 follows a regular
Chi-square distribution, which is the LR case. When q < 1, Dq follows a “distorted”




When we have contamination in the data (i.e. data are generated by a gross
error model h = (1 − ε)f + εg), the results in Theorem 3.3.1 are still valid but
the expectation is taken under h. Now let us discuss the asymptotic distribution
of Dq under contamination. First, we make the following definitions for the sake of
simplicity in notion:
Definition 3.3.1. Define


















Clearly, A(ε = 0, q = 1) = B(ε = 0, q = 1).
Theorem 3.3.2. Based on Definition 3.3.1, the asymptotic distribution of Dq(x)
under the gross error model h is given by
Dq(x)
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When q = 1, D1 becomes the LR test statistic. When ε = 0 and q = 1, we have
D1(x)
∣∣∣H0 d→ χ21 which is the case of the LR test using data with no contamination. On
the other hand, when ε > 0 (i.e., data with contamination) and q = 1, we have that
D1(x) also follows a distorted Chi-square distribution with the “distortion” captured
by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.3. Suppose f , g and h = (1−ε)f+εg are three symmetric distributions
with the same mean θ. Assume that f satisfies the regularity conditions for the
maximum likelihood estimation. Assume that g has a relatively fat tail compared
to f , in the sense that Eg[f
′′
θ (X, θ)/f(X, θ)] > 0. Then it holds that A(ε, q = 1) >
B(ε, q = 1) > 0 for ε > 0, or equivalently,
A(ε, q = 1)
B(ε, q = 1)
> 1, for ε > 0. (3.1)
When f is a normal distribution, the condition Eg[f
′′







f are the variances of g and f .
Proof. See Appendix (Chapter 7) for proof.
Remarks: For the condition in Theorem 3.3.3 ( 0 < Eg[f
′′
θ /f ] =
∫
f ′′θ · g/fdx),
please note that when g = f , we have 0 = Ef [f
′′
θ /f ] =
∫
f ′′θ dx. Therefore, this
condition means that the ratio g/f inflates the quantity
∫
f ′′θ dx to be positive. When
g has a fat tail distribution compared to f , then g/f is greater than 1 when |x| is large
and g/f is less than 1 when |x| is small. Meanwhile, f is a distribution satisfying the
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regularity conditions of the maximum likelihood estimation and usually has a bell
shape. Therefore, f ′′θ takes positive values at large |x| and negative values at small
|x|.
Theorem 3.3.3 implies that the LR test statistic D1 with contaminated data fol-
lows an “inflated” Chi-square distribution under the null hypothesis. The same phe-
nomenon is present for the asymptotic distribution under the alternative hypothesis
(i.e., an “inflated” non-central Chi-square distribution). As the inflation of the asymp-
totic distribution becomes more serious, the null and alternative distributions become
flatter, therefore, the overlap between the null distribution of D1|H0 and the alterna-
tive distribution of D1|H1 will become larger (see Figure 3.4 in Section 3.3.3 for more
details). This explains the degradation of the power when contamination is brought
into the data. In order to control the degradation of the power, we need to control
the inflation of the asymptotic distribution. The following theorems illustrate how
we can control of the inflation of the asymptotic distribution of Dq with 0 < q < 1.
As ε increases away 0, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.4. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.3.3, it holds that
∂
∂ε
|A(ε, q = 1)−B(ε, q = 1)| > 0 for ε ≥ 0.
Proof. See Appendix (Chapter 7) for proof.
Theorem 3.3.4 implies that as ε increases away 0, the discrepancy between A(ε, q =
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1) and B(ε, q = 1) also increases. That is to say, as we have more contamination in
the data, the asymptotic distribution of D1 (the LR test statistic) becomes more
inflated.
However, by setting q < 1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.5. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.3.3 and an additional





|A(ε, q)−B(ε, q)| > 0 for ε ≥ 0, q ≤ 1. (3.2)
Proof. See Appendix (Chapter 7) for proof.
Theorem 3.3.5 implies that by setting q < 1, we can alleviate the inflation of the
ratio A/B as a function of ε. With the help of Theorem 3.3.3, Theorem 3.3.4 and
Theorem 3.3.5, we can further demonstrate
Theorem 3.3.6. With the same conditions as in Theorem 3.3.5, for any ε > 0, there








Proof. See Appendix (Chapter 7) for proof.
What Theorem 3.3.6 means is that by setting q < 1, we can pull the ratio
A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) towards 1. The effect of q < 1 on the ratio A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) can be
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used to offset the inflation effect of contamination ε > 0 on the ratio A(ε, q)/B(ε, q).
Therefore, by setting q < 1 we alleviate the magnitude of inflation of the asymptotic
distribution under the null and alternative hypotheses and hence create protection
for the power of the test.
In summary, we have proved that the divergence between A(ε, q) and B(ε, q) are
much more serious for q = 1 than for q < 1. Even though we have A(ε = 0, q =
1) = B(ε = 0, q = 1) at zero contamination, the loss of power at ε > 0 due to the
divergence between A(ε > 0, q = 1) and B(ε > 0, q = 1) is not affordable for any
likelihood-based statistical tests. On the other hand, by setting q < 1 we lose the
exact equality at zero contamination, that is, A(ε = 0, q < 1) 6= B(ε = 0, q < 1),
but the divergence between A and B is much less, and hence the power is greatly
preserved. We want to point out that, by setting q < 1, we trade the exact equality
of A = B at ε = 0 for much less divergence between A and B at heavy contamination
ε > 0. In the following section, we will illustrate our findings through numerical
examples.
3.3.3 Simulation Study on Asymptotic Distribu-
tion
In this section, we study the asymptotic distribution under the normal distribu-
tion assumption. Let us assume f is a normal distribution with unknown mean θ
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Figure 3.2: Left panel: Comparison of A(ε, q), B(ε, q), A(ε, 1) and B(ε, 1) at dif-
ferent levels of contamination. Right panel: Comparison of A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) and
A(ε, 1)/B(ε, 1) at different levels of contamination.











ϕ(x; θ, σ2f )
1−q. We present a simulation study of A(ε, q)
and B(ε, q) in Figure 3.2 for q = 1 and q = 0.95. We calculate these two quantities
under the gross error model h(x) = (1 − ε)ϕ(x; 0, 1) + εϕ(x; 0, 10) as functions of ε.
In the left panel of Figure 3.2, we see that as the contamination becomes greater,
the difference between A(ε, 1) and B(ε, 1) increases faster than the difference between
A(ε, q) and B(ε, q) for q < 1. In the right panel, we plot the ratio A(ε, q)/B(ε, q)
and A(ε, 1)/B(ε, 1). We see that the ratio A(ε, 1)/B(ε, 1) diverges from 1 as con-
tamination increases, whereas the ratio A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) for q = 0.95 is closer to 1 as
contamination increases.
We further plot the ratio A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) as a function of ε and q in a contour plot
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ε
ε
Figure 3.3: Contour plot of A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) as a function of ε and q. As we can see,
by setting q < 1, we can always decrease the ratio A/B and pull it back to 1.
in Figure 3.3. We highlight the level of 1 in bold red curve (i.e. not inflated). As we
can see, when we stand at q = 1, the ratio A/B increases as ε increases. However,
by decreasing q below 1, we can always find a value of q such that the ratio A/B is
closer to 1. The red curve indicates the optimal q at different levels of contamination
ε.
In Figure 3.4, we provide a simulation study of the asymptotic distributions under
the null and alternative hypotheses. We are testing the mean of a normal distribution
with known variance. We simulate data (sample size n = 1000) from h(x) = (1 −
ε)ϕ(x; θ, 1) + εϕ(x; θ, 50). We set θ = 0 and simulate the distribution of the test
statistic Dq under the null hypothesis. We set θ = 0.19 and calculate the distribution
of the test statistic under the alternative hypothesis. We change the contamination
coefficient from 0 to 0.4, and set q = 1, 0.97, 0.6 to compare the effect of contamination
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on these distributions. In the first row of Figure 3.4, we have q = 1 (i.e., LR). As the
contamination increases, both the distributions of D1 under the null and alternative
hypotheses become flatter (i.e., inflated), which results in power degradation. In
the second row, we have q = 0.97. We see that instead of having the inflated Chi-
square distribution, the distributions under the null and alternative hypotheses are
less affected by the contamination. This is because the ratio is pulled back to 1
by setting q < 1. In the third row, we have q = 0.6, which provides much more
protection. The distributions are much less affected, and they hardly change as the
contamination increases. However, it is worth noting that, in the lower left figure
(q = 0.6 and ε = 0), the null and alternative distributions overlap more than they
do in the upper left figure (q = 1 and ε = 0), which means that by setting q < 1
we lose power of the test at zero contamination. This figure illustrates how we gain
robustness using the Lq-likelihood with q < 1 and trade for robustness by giving up
a little power at zero contamination.
3.3.4 Bootstrap Estimation of the Critical Value
In the previous section, we discussed the variation of the null distribution of Dq
at different levels of contamination. From our research we find that that the null
distribution depends on the magnitude of contamination. However, in practice, we
hardly know the contamination ratio ε and other properties of the contamination
component g (i.e., variance σ2g and etc.), therefore, we do not know the exact null
36










Figure 3.4: Comparison of pdfs of Dq(x) under the null and alternative hypotheses.
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distribution or its critical values for different sizes. In order to solve this problem, we
need to estimate the critical value from the sample. We propose a bootstrap method
for estimating the critical value. It is described as follows. (Suppose we are testing
H0 : θ = 0 against H1 : θ 6= 0 where θ is the location parameter.)
Step 1: Given a sample x = (x1, ..., xn), we estimate the mean using a robust
procedure, e.g., MLq estimate of the sample mean, θ̂q.
Step 2: Subtract the sample by its estimated mean θ̂q and get x
′ = (x1− θ̂q, ..., xn−
θ̂q).
Step 3: Perform a bootstrap using x′ and get bootstrap samples x′b for b = 1, ..., B.
Step 4: Calculate Dq(x
′
b) for each bootstrap sample and denote each as D
b
q.
Step 5: Calculate the 1− α quantile of Dbq. Denote it as ĈV α.
ĈV α is our final estimate for the critical value. The rationale behind our bootstrap
method is that since we are interested in the null distribution under H0 : θ = 0, we
need to demean the observed sample x to get a zero mean sample x′. With this zero
mean sample x′, we can use the bootstrap to mimic the null distribution. However,
since there are usually outliers in the sample, we need to use a robust estimation for
the mean. In our case, we adopt the MLqE of the sample. This robust mean helps
us to mimic the null distribution.
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3.4 Numerical Results and Validation
3.4.1 Simulation
Let us assume f is a normal distribution with a unknown mean θ and a unknown
variance σ2f . We want to test H0 : θ = 0 against H1 : θ 6= 0. We simulate data with
the sample size n = 50 from h(x; θ, ε) = (1− ε)ϕ(x; θ, 1)+ εϕ(x; θ, 50) where ϕ(x; θ, 1)
corresponds to f . We apply the LqLR (with q = 1, 0.9, 0.6), the Wilcoxon test and
the sign test on the data. Note that q = 1 is essentially the LR (or equivalently,
the t test). At different levels of ε, we use h(x; θ = 0, ε) to generate the data 3000
times and calculate the size and then use h(x; θ = 0.34, ε) to generate the data and
calculate the power. The results are shown in Figure 3.5.
In Figure 3.5, let us first note that the size of all tests are successfully controlled
at 0.05. At ε = 0, the LqLR with q = 1 (LR) has the highest power; as we decrease
q to 0.9 and 0.6, the power decreases. The Wilcoxon test also has a high power.
The sign test has the lowest power. As contamination becomes more serious, i.e., ε
increases away 0, the LqLR with q = 1 (LR) degrades much faster than any other
tests. With smaller q’s, the LqLRs (q = 0.9 and q = 0.6) degrade at much slower
rates. The Wilcoxon test also degrades slowly. Among all tests, the Lq ratio test with
q = 0.6 and the sign test have the slowest degradation rates (i.e., flattest curves). By
adjusting the tuning parameter q to 0.9, we can beat the Wilcoxon test at mild
contamination (ε < 0.05). If we change q to 0.6, we can beat the Wilcoxon test
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ε
Figure 3.5: Comparison of powers and sizes for the LqLR for q = 1 (i.e., the LR or
the t test), q = 0.9 and q = 0.6, the Wilcoxon test and the sign test at different levels
of contamination. The blue curves represent the LqLR with estimated critical values.
Since we know the true data generating process h, we can simulate the data under h
to get the true critical values. We denote the LqLR using the true critical values with
red curves. Note that, in practice, it is impossible to know the true data generating
process. We present such a scenario only as a benchmark for our proposed method.
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at heavy contamination (ε > 0.15). Meanwhile, the LqLR with q = 0.6 uniformly
dominates the sign test at all levels of contamination. Last but not least, the figure
also shows that our estimated critical values work well. We only slightly overestimate
the critical values, therefore, the powers obtained from the estimated critical values
are slightly below the powers obtained from the true critical values.
We see remarkable robustness can be obtained by using the LqLR. The figure
also implies that, with an appropriately selected q, it is possible that the LqLR can
uniformly beat the Wilcoxon test and the sign test (See Section 3.5 for details). This
conjecture is reasonable (and turns out to be true) because, by setting q between
0 and 1, we essentially put more weight on a smaller portion of the data. So the
amount of information used in the test becomes smaller and smaller. The extreme
case is the sign test which uses only the information of whether each data point is
above or below 0. In Section 3.5, we show how the LqLR beats these nonparametric
tests.
3.4.2 Real Data
We use a real data example to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
method. The data was first presented in [13] and later used in [14]. [13] conducted the
experiment to illustrate the effects of optimal isomers of hyoscyamine hydrobromide
in producing sleep. There were 10 patients in total. Each patient was given two types
of drugs in a randomized order and was asked to record their average sleeping hours
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Δ
Figure 3.6: Kernel density estimation of the difference in sleep hours gained for the
two drugs.
gained for the two drugs. Furthermore, the differences in sleeping hours gained for
the two drugs, Δ, are calculated: 1.2, 2.4, 1.3, 1.3, 0.0, 1.0, 1.8, 0.8, 4.6, 1.4. We want
to test the null hypothesis that two drugs have the same effect, i.e., H0 : uΔ = 0,
H1 : uΔ > 0, where uΔ = E[Δ].
The importance of this data set is that many statisticians have examined it assum-
ing the normal distribution (including William S. Gosset with his Student’s t test).
However, the value Δ9 = 4.6 raises some questions against the normality assumption.
A kernel density estimation of Δ (with band width of 0.2755) is presented in Figure
3.6, where we see Δ9 = 4.6 clearly brings doubt on the normality assumption. For
a level of 0.05 test, we can reject H0 using the t test (equivalent to the LR). If we
were to replace the value of 4.6 with 16, then the t test would no longer reject H0 at
the level of 0.05. One may argue that Δ9 = 16 is an obvious outlier; however, it is
counterintuitive that more extreme evidence is favorable to the null hypothesis — no
difference in two drugs.
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Δ
Figure 3.7: Comparison of p values of the LqLR and the t test as functions of Δ9.
Meanwhile, we apply the LqLR on the data set with q = 0.85. In Figure 3.7, we
plot the p-value as a function of Δ9 (which goes from 4.6 to 16) for both the LqLR
and the t test. As we can see from the figure, the p-value of the t test gradually
increases above 5% as Δ9 increases. On the other hand, the p-value of the LqLR is
well controlled and decreases to 0 as Δ9 increases. Therefore, the LqLR successfully
rejects the null hypothesis with the p-value being consistent with the evidence. Even
though the t test (LR) is a special case of the LqLR, by setting q < 1, we preserve
the efficiency and attain remarkable robustness.
3.5 Selection of q
So far in the chapter, we assume q to be known. However, in practice, we need to
pick q for our analysis. In this section, we propose a method for adaptively selecting
the tuning parameter q. As we know, the more contamination present, the more
protection we need for the power, therefore, the smaller q we should pick. The
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Figure 3.8: Vq(θ0) as a function of q at different levels of contamination ratio ε.
optimal q we propose is defined as qopt = argmaxq Π, where Π is the limiting power
of the test, i.e., asymptotic power. When testing for the location parameter in the
symmetric distribution, we have Π = Φ( δ
Vq(θ0)
−uα). Since this is a monotonic function
in Vq(θ0), our optimal q is given by qopt = argminq Vq(θ0).
In Figure 3.8, we plot the relationship between Vq(θ0) and q at different levels of
contamination using the same set up in the previous section. We can clearly see that
the optimal q is between 0.6 to 0.9 for these contamination levels. As expected, the
higher the contamination ratio is, the lower the optimal q is.
In practice, we do not have Vq(θ0). We can replace it with the empirical version
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ε
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the powers and sizes of: 1). the LqLR with the estimated
q and the estimated critical value; 2) the t test, i.e., the LR; 3) the Wilcoxon test and
4) the sign test at different levels of contamination.
We now provide a simulation study of the LqLR using estimated q and estimated
critical value. We adopt the same set up from the previous section (Section 3.4.1).
Using 2000 Monte Carlo iterations, we compare the power and size of the LqLR, the
LR, the Wilcoxon test and the sign test at different levels of contamination. The
results are demonstrated in Figure 3.9. We can clearly see the advantage of the LqLR
(with estimated q and estimated critical value) over other tests. Not only does the
LqLR degrade very slowly, it also holds the highest power among all other tests.
Note that the sizes have been successfully controlled at 5%. In Figure 3.9, at zero
contamination (i.e., ε = 0), the LR has the highest power. The LqLR has almost the
same power (only slightly less than the LR). The Wilcoxon and the sign tests have
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the third and the fourth highest powers, but not comparable to the two likelihood
ratio tests. As the contamination becomes more serious (i.e., ε increases away 0), the
log-likelihood degrades the fastest. Its power quickly drops below all other tests. The
Wilcoxon test and the sign test both show good robustness and their powers degrade
at much slower rates. However, the LqLR shows a remarkable robustness. It degrades
slower than the Wilcoxon test (i.e., the blue curve is flatter than the green curve) and
only slightly faster than the sign test (i.e., the blue curve is steeper than the maroon
curve). Since the power of the LqLR at ε = 0 is above that of the Wilcoxon test
and the sign test, the power of the LqLR dominates both the Wilcoxon test and the
sign test at all levels of contamination. This implies that, not only can Lq-likelihood
preserve efficiency almost perfectly at ε = 0, it also obtains robustness comparable to
these nonparametric tests which are known to be very robust. We conclude that, by
losing a little efficiency at ε = 0, we have traded for great robustness at ε > 0. Our
LqLR can be considered as a combination of the LR (at ε = 0) and the nonparametric
tests (at ε > 0). The reason our test beats nonparametric tests uniformly is that we
can control the amount of information to use by selecting q, whereas the Wilcoxon
test always uses the rank information, and the sign test always uses the information
about whether each data point is below or above the hypothesized mean.
Meanwhile, we also plot the histograms of the estimated q at different levels of
contamination in Figure 3.10. We see that as we get more serious contamination, the
estimated q tends to be smaller. In our experiment, we limit the smallest q to be 0.5,
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ε ε ε ε
Figure 3.10: Histogram of the estimated q at different levels of contamination.
which is very similar to the case of testing based on minimum Hellinger distance [15].
Whenever our estimated q drops below 0.5, we use 0.5 instead. The reason for this
censoring is that we have not understood the case of q < 0.5 very well, which is an
interesting topic for future research.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a robust testing procedure — the Lq-likelihood
ratio test (LqLR) — and demonstrated its advantage over the LR, the Wilcoxon test,
and the sign test under the gross error model for testing the location parameter of a
symmetric distribution. We prove the LqLR’s robustness advantages by deriving the
asymptotic distribution. We further accompany our analytical study with numerical
comparisons.
Our LqLR can be considered as a bridge connecting the LR and the nonparametric
tests such as the Wilcoxon test and the sign test. By changing the tuning parameter
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q, we can control the information used in the hypothesis testing. The LR uses the full
information of all data points and gives all data points equal weights. The Wilcoxon
test takes only the rank information, and therefore becomes extremely robust at the
cost of wasting much information. Our LqLR gives each data point a weight as
a function of its likelihood and q. Therefore, the data points consistent with the
”idealized” model are given higher weights whereas data points inconsistent with the
“idealized” model are partially ignored.
To the extent that the robustness of the Wilcoxon test (minimum asymptotic
relative efficiency (ARE) of the Wilcoxon test vs the t test is 0.864) suggests that
the Wilcoxon test should be the default test of choice (rather than “use Wilcoxon
if there is evidence of non-normality,” the default position should be “use Wilcoxon
unless there is good reason to believe the normality assumption”), these new results
in this chapter suggest that the LqLR test should become the new default go-to test
for practitioners everywhere!
Even though our test shows remarkable robustness over other tests, there are still
many directions for future research. For example, the investigation of the LqLR’s
properties under the asymmetric distribution is an important topic. Meanwhile, bet-
ter estimation procedures for the critical value and q are needed. We have shown
that our estimate of the critical value performs decently, but there is clearly a gap
between the power obtained from the true critical values and the power obtained from
the estimated critical values. Filling in that gap is a challenging task for the future.
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The estimation of q also leaves many directions for future research. We could develop
a much more robust procedure for selecting q. Finally, all the conclusions in this
chapter are for the location parameter; we suspect the same effect will hold for the
scale parameter, which is also an important direction for future research. However,
the contrast function ψq(x; θ) for the scale parameter is significantly different from




MLqE for Mixture Models
In this chapter, we introduce a maximum Lq-likelihood estimation (MLqE) of mix-
ture models using our proposed expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, namely
the EM algorithm with Lq-likelihood (EM-Lq). Properties of the MLqE obtained from
the proposed EM-Lq are studied through simulated mixture model data. Compared
with the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) which is obtained from the EM algo-
rithm, the MLqE provides a more robust estimation against outliers for small sample
sizes. In particular, we study the performance of the MLqE in the context of the gross
error model, where the true model of interest is a mixture of two normal distributions,
and the contamination component is a third normal distribution with a large vari-
ance. A numerical comparison between the MLqE and the MLE for this gross error
model is presented in terms of Kullback Leibler (KL) distance and relative efficiency.
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4.1 MLqE of Mixture Models
We now look at the problem of estimating mixture models. A mixture model is
defined as f(x) =
∑k
j=1 πjfj(x; θj). Unlike the exponential family which is proved
to be closed under the escort transformation (equation (2.4)), the mixture model
family is not closed under such a transformation. For example, consider a mixture
model with the complexity k = 2. The escort transformation with 1/q = 2 of this
distribution is




which is a mixture model with three components.
More generally, suppose f0 ∈ F , where F is a mixture model family with com-
plexity k. Since f
(1/q)
0 /∈ F , we know that
f
(1/q)
0 6= g̃ := arg max
g∈F
Ef0Lq(g(X)),
where g̃ can be considered as the projection of f
(1/q)
0 onto F . Again, the MLqE of
mixture models brings more bias to the estimate. This time, the new bias is a model
bias as opposed to the estimation bias which we have discussed in Chapter 2. When
estimating mixture models using MLqE, we encounter two types of bias: estimation
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bias and model bias. The distortion parameter q now adjusts both of them. This
idea is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
There is a simple way to partially correct the bias. Since we know that the MLqE is
unbiased for the escort distribution of the true distribution, after we obtain the MLqE





to get a less biased estimate. However, this only partially corrects the bias since
the projection from the escort distribution onto the mixture model family cannot be
recovered by this transformation.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the MLqE of mixture models: the MLqE of mixture models
with correctly specified models in the usual case.
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the MLqE of mixture models: the MLqE of non-
measurement error components f0 within the gross error model f
∗
0 using the mis-
specified model.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the MLqE of mixture models: the MLqE of non-
measurement error components f0 within the gross error model f
∗
0 using the correctly
specified model.
Because the MLqE has the desirable property of being robust against outliers, we
introduce the gross error model to evaluate the MLqE’s performance. A gross error
model is defined as f ∗0 (x) = (1− ε)f0(x) + εferr(x), where f0 is a mixture model with
complexity k, ferr can be considered as a measurement error component, and ε is the
contamination ratio. Hence, f ∗0 is also a mixture model with complexity k + 1. The
gross error density f ∗0 can be considered as a small deviation from the target density
f0. In order to build an estimator for f0 that is robust against ferr, we apply the
MLqE. Generally, there are two ways to apply the MLqE in this situation.
First, we can directly use a mixture model with complexity k to estimate f0 based
on data from f ∗0 . We call this approach the direct approach. This time the model
is more complex than before. The idea is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Suppose F is a
mixture model family with complexity k, and f0 ∈ F , f ∗0 /∈ F , f
∗(1/q)
0 /∈ F . We obtain
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the MLqE of f0(x), g̃, by
f
∗(1/q)
0 6= g̃ := arg max
g∈F
Ef∗0Lq(g(X)).
Here we use the estimation bias and the model bias to offset the measurement error
effect on f0. Please note that this approach is essentially an estimation under the
misspecified model.
The second approach is that we use a mixture model with complexity k + 1 to
estimate f ∗0 and project the estimate to the k component mixture model family by
removing the largest variance component (i.e., the measurement error component) and
normalizing the weights. We call this approach the indirect approach. The projected
model is our estimate for f0. In this case, we essentially treat the parameters of
the measurement error component as nuisance parameters. This idea is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.3, g̃ is our estimate of f ∗0 . And g̃0, the projection of g̃
onto F0, is our estimate of f0. This approach is an estimation conducted under the
correctly specified model. Although the model is correctly specified, we may have
higher estimation variance as we estimate more parameters.
In this chapter, we will study the MLqE using the above two approaches.
Please note that, when q 6= 1, the MLqE is an inconsistent estimator. [1] let
q → 1 as n → ∞ in order to force the consistency. In our case, we allow the MLqE
to be inconsistent because our data is contaminated. We are no longer after the
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true underlying distribution f ∗0 that generates the data, but are more interested in
estimating the non-measurement error components f0 using the contaminated data.
Since the goal is not to estimate f ∗0 , being consistent will not help the estimator in
terms of robustness.
4.2 EM Algorithm with Lq-Likelihood
We now propose a variation of the EM algorithm — the expectation maximization
algorithm with Lq-likelihood (EM-Lq), which gives the local maximum Lq-likelihood.
Before introducing our EM-Lq, let us briefly review the rationale of the EM. Through-
out this chapter, we use X, Z, Z for random variables and vectors, and x, z, z for
realizations.
4.2.1 Why Does the EM Algorithm Work
The EM algorithm is an iterative method for finding a local maximum likelihood




log p(xi; Ψ) =
n∑
i=1
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where J(Ψ,Ψold) is the expected complete log likelihood, and K(Ψ,Ψold) takes its





= 0. Standing at the current estimate
Ψold, to climb uphill on
∑n
i=1 log p(xi; Ψ) only requires us to climb J , and K will
automatically increase. Meanwhile, the incomplete log likelihood and the expected















This is also known as the minorization-maximization algorithm (MM). A detailed
explanation of the algorithm can be found in [16]. Our algorithm presented in the
next section is essentially built on [16] with variation made for the Lq-likelihood.
4.2.2 EM Algorithm with Lq-Likelihood
Having the idea of the traditional EM in mind, let us maximize the Lq-likelihood∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)) in a similar fashion. For any two random variables X and Z, we
have





Lq(p(X,Z; Ψ))− Lq(p(Z|X; Ψ))
p(Z|X; Ψ)1−q
,
where we have used Lq(a/b) = [Lq(a)−Lq(b)]/b1−q (Lemma 7.6.1, part (iii) in Chapter
7). Applying the above equation on data x1, ..., xn, and taking expectation (under
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⇒ A(Ψ,Ψold) = B(Ψ,Ψold) + C(Ψ,Ψold). (4.2)
Based on the definitions above, we have the following theorems.
































p(z|xi; Ψold) = 0,
where the inequality comes from the fact that Lq(u) ≤ u− 1 (Lemma 7.6.1, part (iv)
in Chapter 7). The above inequality becomes equality only when Ψ = Ψold.



















Proof. The first part is a direct result from Theorem 4.2.1. By equation (4.2) and
the first part of the theorem, we have the second part.
Comparing equation (4.3) with equation (4.1), we can think of B as a proxy of the
complete Lq-likelihood (i.e., J), A as a proxy of the incomplete Lq-likelihood, and C
as a proxy of K.
We know that A is only an approximation of
∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)) due to the factor
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A will be a good approximation of
∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)) because: (1) within a small
neighborhood Nr(Ψ
old) = {Ψ : d(Ψ,Ψold) < r}, p(Z|X; Ψold)/p(Z|X; Ψ) is approxi-
mately 1; (2) due to the transformation y = x1−q, (p(Z|X; Ψold)/p(Z|X; Ψ))1−q gets
pushed toward 1 even further when q is close to 1; and (3) even if (p(Z|X; Ψold)
/p(Z|X; Ψ))1−q is far from 1, because we sum over all the xi’s, we still average out
these poorly approximated data points.
Given that C achieves a minimum at Ψold, starting at Ψold and maximizing A
requires only maximizing B. In order to take advantage of this property, we use A to
approximate
∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)) at each iteration, and then maximize B to maximize
A, and eventually to maximize
∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)). B is usually easy to maximize.
Based on this idea, we build our EM-Lq as follows:
• 1. E step: Given Ψold, calculate B.
• 2. M step: Maximize B and obtain Ψnew = arg maxΨB(Ψ,Ψold).
• 3. If Ψnew converges, we terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, we set Ψold =
Ψnew, and return to step 1.
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4.2.3 Monotonicity and Convergence
In this section, we will discuss the monotonicity and the convergence of the EM-Lq
algorithm. We start with the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.3. For any Ψ, we have the lower bound of the Lq-likelihood function
n∑
i=1
Lq(p(xi; Ψ)) ≥ B(Ψ,Ψold) + C(Ψold,Ψold). (4.5)




old)) = B(Ψold,Ψold) + C(Ψold,Ψold).
Proof. See Chapter 7 for proof.
From Theorem 4.2.3, we know that, at each M step, as long as we can find Ψnew
that increases B, i.e., B(Ψnew,Ψold) > B(Ψold,Ψold), we can guarantee that the Lq-











new)) ≥ B(Ψnew,Ψold) + C(Ψold,Ψold)
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Thus, we have proved the monotonicity of our EM-Lq algorithm.
Based on Theorem 4.2.3, we can further derive the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.4. For our EM-Lq algorithm, when A, B and the Lq-likelihood are






























Proof. See Chapter 7 for proof.
It becomes clear that A is not only just a good approximation of, but also the
first order approximation of,
∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)).
One good thing following from the property of the first order approximation is













= 0, which means that∑n
i=1 Lq(p(xi; Ψ)) takes its local maximum at the same place that A(Ψ,Ψ) does. So









6= 0, we can







EM-Lq can be considered as a generalized EM algorithm (GEM) for Lq-likelihood. [17]
has proved the convergence of the GEM from a pure optimization approach (Global
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Convergence Theorem, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [17] pp. 97 - 98), which we can
directly use to prove the convergence of the EM-Lq.
In our simulation results, the converging point of the EM-Lq is always the same
as the true maximizer of the Lq-likelihood which is obtained from the optimization
package fmincon() in Matlab. We also try to move a small step away from the solution
given by the EM-Lq to check whether the Lq-likelihood decreases. This shows that a
small step in any direction will cause the Lq-likelihood to decrease, which numerically
demonstrates that the solution is a local maximizer.
4.3 EM-Lq Algorithm for Mixture Models
4.3.1 EM-Lq for Mixture Models
Returning to our mixture model, suppose the observed data x1, ..., xn are generated
from a mixture model f(x; Ψ) =
∑k
j=1 πjfj(x; θj) with parameter Ψ = (π1, . . . , πk−1
, θ1, . . . , θk). The missing data are the component labels [z1, ..., zn], where zi =
(zi1, ..., zik) is a k dimensional component label vector with each element zij being 0
or 1 and
∑k
j=1 zij = 1.
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In this situation, we have















where x is an observed data point, and z = (z1, ..., zk) is a component label vector.
Substituting these into B and reorganizing the formula, we have









old) = EΨold [Zij|X = xi], i.e., the soft label in the traditional EM.
Proof. See Chapter 7 for proof.
We define new binary random variables Z̃ij whose expectation is τ̃j(xi,Ψ
old) =
EΨold [Z̃ij|X = xi] = EΨold [Zij|X = xi]q. Z̃ij can be considered as a distorted label as
its probability distribution is distorted (i.e., PΨold(Z̃ij = 1|xi) = PΨold(Zij = 1|xi)q).
Please note that, for Z̃ij, we no longer have
∑k
j=1 τ̃j(xi,Ψ
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To maximize B, we apply the first order condition and obtain the following theo-
rem.



























Proof. See Chapter 7 for proof.






















Comparing equations (4.10) and (4.11) with equations (4.8) and (4.9), we see that
(1) θnewj of the EM-Lq satisfies a weighted likelihood equation, where the weights
contain both the distorted soft label τ̃j(xi,Ψ
old) and the power transformation of the
individual component density function, fj(xi; θj)
1−q; and (2) πj is proportional to the
summation of the distorted soft label τ̃j(xi,Ψ
old) adjusted by the individual density
function.
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4.3.2 EM-Lq for Gaussian Mixture Models
Consider a Gaussian mixture model with parameter Ψ = (π1, . . . , πk−1, µ1, . . . , µk,
σ21, . . . , σ
2















































)1−q. The same iterative re-weighting algo-
rithm designed for solving equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be used to solve equations
(4.12) and (4.13). Details of the algorithm are shown in Chapter 7.










which only depends on the Ψold, to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Thus we
can avoid the re-weighting algorithm at each M step. This replacement will simplify
the EM-Lq algorithm significantly. We have done simulation demonstrating that this
modified version of the algorithm also gives the same solutions as the original EM-Lq
algorithm.
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4.3.3 Convergence Speed
We present a preliminary comparison of the convergence speeds of the EM-Lq and
the EM algorithm using a Gaussian Mixture Model with complexity of 2 (2GMM),
f(x) = 0.4ϕ(x; 1, 2) + 0.6ϕ(x; 5, 2), whose two components are poorly separated.
Surprisingly, in this case, the convergence of the EM-Lq is on average slightly faster
than that of the EM.





where k is the last iteration of the EM-Lq or the EM algorithm. The smaller r is, the
faster the convergence is.
We simulate 1000 data sets according to the 2GMM, use the EM-Lq (q = 0.8) and
the EM to fit the data, and record the convergence speed difference rMLqE−rMLE. The
average convergence speed difference is -0.012 with a standard error of 0.002, which
means the negative difference in the convergence speed is statistically significant. We
note, however, that comparing convergence speed can be misleading in such multi-
modal situations.
However, if we change the 2GMM to a gross error model of 3GMM: f(x) = 0.4(1−
ε)ϕ(x; 1, 2)+0.6(1−ε)ϕ(x; 5, 2)+εϕ(x; 3, 40), where the third component is an outlier
component, and still use a 2GMM to fit, the comparison of the convergence speed
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becomes unclear. We have not yet fully understood the properties of the convergence
speed for the EM-Lq. However, we do believe the convergence speed is important,
and is an interesting topic for future research.
The fact that the convergence of the EM-Lq is a little faster (in this particular case,
at least) than that of the EM is closely related to the concept of the information ratio
mentioned in [7] and [18], where the convergence speed is connected to the missing
information ratio. In Lq-likelihood, since the two in-separable components are pushed
apart by the weights w̃ij, the corresponding concept of the missing information ratio
for the Lq-likelihood must be relatively lower, thus, we have a faster convergence.
Although the convergence speed is faster for our example for the EM-Lq, it is not
necessary that the EM-Lq takes less computer time than the EM. This is because, at
each M step in the EM-Lq, we need to do another iterative algorithm to obtain Ψnew
(i.e., the algorithm explained in Chapter 7), whereas the EM needs only one step to
obtain the new parameter estimate.
The advantage of the convergence speed of the EM-Lq has been hinted at another
algorithm called q-Parameterized Deterministic Annealing EM algorithm (q-DAEM)
previously proposed by [19] in the signal processing and statistical mechanics context.
The q-DAEM can successfully maximize the log-likelihood at a faster convergence
speed, by using a different but similar M step as in our EM-Lq. Their M step includes
setting q > 1 and β > 1 and dynamically pushing q → 1 and β → 1 (β is an additional
parameter for their deterministic annealing procedure). On the other hand, our EM-
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Lq maximizes the Lq-likelihood with a fixed q < 1. Although the objective functions
are different for these two algorithms, it is obvious that the advantages in terms of
the convergence speed are due to the tuning parameter q. It turns out that q > 1
(along with β > 1 in the q-DAEM) and q < 1 (in the EM-Lq) both help with the
convergence speed, even though they have different convergence points. We have
proved the first order approximation property in Theorem 4.2.4, which leads to the
proof of the monotonicity and the convergence for the EM-Lq. For the q-DAEM,
because q ↓ 1 and β ↓ 1 make it reduce to the traditional EM, it also converges.
When β = 1 and q = 1, both algorithms reduce to the traditional EM algorithm.
4.4 Numerical Results and Validation
Now we compare the performance of two estimators on mixture models: 1) the
MLqE from the EM-Lq; 2) the MLE from the EM. We set q = 0.95 throughout this
section.
4.4.1 Kullback Leibler Distance Comparison
We simulate data using a three component Gaussian mixture model (3GMM)
f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c ) = 0.4(1− ε)ϕ(x; 1, 2) + 0.6(1− ε)ϕ(x; 5, 2) + εϕ(x; 3, σ2c ). (4.14)
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This is a gross error model, where the third term is the outlier component (or
contamination component, or measurement error component); ε is the contamination
ratio (ε ≤ 0.1); σ2c is the variance of the contamination component, and is usually
very large (i.e., σ2c > 10). Equation (4.14) can be considered as a small deviation
from the 2GMM: f0(x) = 0.4ϕ(x; 1, 2) + 0.6ϕ(x; 5, 2).
As we mentioned in Section 4.1, there are two approaches for estimating f0 based
on data generated by f ∗0 . We will investigate them individually.
4.4.1.1 Direct Approach
We start with the direct approach. First, we simulate data with sample size
n = 200 according to equation (4.14), f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 20), at different contamination
levels ε ∈ [0, 0.1]. We fit the 2GMM using the MLqE and the MLE. We repeat this
procedure 10,000 times and then calculate (1) the average KL distance between the
estimated 2GMM and f ∗0 , and (2) the average KL distance between the estimated
2GMM and f0. We summarize the results in Figure 4.4 (KL against f
∗
0 ) and Figure
4.5 (KL against f0).
In Figure 4.4a, we see that both KLMLqE and KLMLE increase as ε increases, which
means the performance of both MLqE and MLE degrades as more measurement errors
are present. KLMLqE is always larger than and increases slightly faster than KLMLE.
This implies that the MLqE performs worse than, and degrades faster than the MLE.
Figure 4.4b shows their difference KLMLE−KLMLqE which is negative and decreasing.
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ε ε
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE in terms of KL distances
against f ∗0 : (a) shows the KL distances themselves, (b) shows their difference.
ε ε
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE in terms of KL distances
against f0: (a) shows the KL distances themselves, (b) shows their difference.
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This phenomena is reasonable because, when estimating f ∗0 using data generated by
f ∗0 , the MLE is the best estimator (in terms of KL distance) by definition. The
MLqE’s bias-variance trade off does not gain anything compared to the MLE.
On the other hand, Figure 4.5 shows an interesting phenomena. In Figure 4.5a,
we see that both KLMLqE and KLMLE still increase as ε increases. However, when
estimating the non-measurement error components f0, KLMLqE increases more slowly
than KLMLE. The former starts above the latter but eventually ends up below the
latter as ε increases, which means the MLE degrades faster than the MLqE. Figure
4.5b shows their difference KLMLE − KLMLqE which starts negative and increases
gradually to positive (changes sign at around ε = 0.025). This means that our
MLqE performs better than the MLE in terms of estimating f0 when there are more
measurement errors in the data. Hence, we gain robustness from the MLqE.
The above simulation is done using the model f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 20). To illustrate the
effect of σ2c on the performance of the MLqE, we change the model to f
∗
0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 10)
and f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 30), and repeat the above calculations. The results are shown in
Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
As we can see, σ2c has a big impact on the performance of the estimator. As σ
2
c
gets larger (i.e., more serious measurement error problems), both the MLqE and the
MLE degrade faster as the contamination ratio increases. This is why the slopes of
the KL distance curves become steeper with the higher σ2c . However, the advantage
of the MLqE over the MLE is more obvious with the larger σ2c . The point where
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ε ε
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE in terms of KL distances






Figure 4.7: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE in terms of KL distances
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the two KL distance curves insect (in Figure 4.6b and 4.7b) moves to the left as σ2c
increases, which means the MLqE will beat the MLE at a lower contamination ratio in
the presence of larger σ2c is used (i.e., the higher variance of the measurement errors).
4.4.1.2 Indirect Approach
Now, let us take the indirect approach, which is to estimate f ∗0 first and project
it onto the 2GMM space. In this experiment, we let the data be generated by
f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 40) which has an even higher variance of the measurement error com-
ponent than the previous section. We use a sample size of n = 200. We simulate
data according to f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 40), use the MLqE and the MLE to fit the 3GMM,
take out its component with the largest variance and normalize the weights to get our
estimate for f0. We repeat this procedure 10,000 times, and calculate the average KL
distance between our estimates (both the MLqE and the MLE) and f0. For compari-
son purposes, we repeat the calculation using the direct approach on this simulation
data as well, and summarize the results in Figure 4.8.
In Figure 4.8a, we see that, as ε increases, KL distances of the indirect approach
first increase and then decrease. The increasing part suggests that a few outliers will
hurt the estimation of the non-measurement error component. The decreasing part
means that, after the contamination increases beyond a certain level (ε = 0.5%), the
more contamination there is, the more accurate our estimates are. This is because
that, when the contamination ratio is small, it is hard to estimate the measurement
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE in terms of KL distances
against f0: (a) shows KL distances obtained from the indirect approach, (b) shows
KL distances obtained from the direct approach, (c) shows both these two kinds of
KL distances together in order to compare their magnitude.
error component as there are very few outliers. As the contamination ratio gets
larger, the indirect approach can more accurately estimate the measurement error
component, hence provide better estimates of the non-measurement error compo-
nents. Please note that our MLqE is still doing better than the MLE in this case.
The reason is that the MLqE successfully trades bias for variance to gain in the overall
performance. However, as ε increases, the advantage of the MLqE gradually disap-
pears. This is because when the contamination is obvious, the MLE will be more
powerful and efficient than the MLqE under the correctly specified model.
In Figure 4.8b, we present the results for the direct approach, which is consistent
with Figure 4.5a. We notice that, when f ∗0 has a larger variance for the measure error
component, the MLqE beats the MLE at a lower contamination ratio (ε = 0.003). In
other words, as f ∗0 is further deviated from f0 (in terms of the variance of measurement
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error component), the advantage of the MLqE becomes more significant.
In Figure 4.8c, we plot KL distances of both approaches. It is obvious that the
indirect approach is much worse than the direct approach until ε raises above 0.08.
This is because we estimate more parameters and have more estimation variance
for the indirect approach. Although our model is correctly specified, the estimation
variance is so big that it dominates the overall performance. To summarize, with
a small contamination ratio, we are better off using the direct approach with the
misspecified model. When the contamination ratio is large, we should use the indirect
approach with the correctly specified model.
The above comparison is done based on the KL distance against f0. We repeat the
above calculation to obtain the corresponding results for the KL distance against f ∗0 .
Note that all the calculations are the same except we do not need to do the projection
from 3GMM to 2GMM, because f ∗0 is 3GMM. The results are shown in Figure 4.9.
As we can see from Figure 4.9a, when the contamination ratio increases, the
KL distances against f ∗0 (for both the MLqE and the MLE) increase first and then
decrease. This means that as outliers are gradually brought into the data, they first
undermine the estimation for the non-measurement error components, and then help
the estimation of the measurement error component. The MLqE starts slightly above
the MLE. When outliers become helpful for the estimation (ε > 2%), the MLqE goes
below the MLE. As ε increases beyond 2%, the advantage of the MLqE over the
MLE first increases and then diminishes. Figure 4.9b is also consistent with what we
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ε ε ε
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE in terms of KL distances
against f ∗0 : (a) shows KL distances obtained from the indirect approach, (b) shows
KL distances obtained from the direct approach, (c) shows both these two kinds of
KL distances together in order to compare their magnitude.
found in Figures 4.4a and 4.6a and 4.7a. In Figure 4.9c, we see that the direct and
indirect approaches are in about the same range. They intersect at around ε = 2%,
which suggests that, when estimating f ∗0 , we prefer the direct approach for the mildly
contaminated data, and prefer the indirect approach for the heavily contaminated
data.
4.4.2 Relative Efficiency
We can also compute the relative efficiency between the MLE and the MLqE using
the same model (equation (4.14)), f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 20).
At each level ε ∈ [0, 0.1], we generate 3,000 samples with sample size n = 100
according to equation (4.14), f ∗0 (x; ε, σ
2
c = 20), fit the 2GMM to the data using the
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ε
ε
Figure 4.10: Comparison of the MLE and the MLqE based on relative efficiency.
MLqE, and calculate the average KL against f0. We try the same procedure for the
MLE, and find the sample size nMLE(ε) at which the same average KL is obtained by
the MLE. We plot the ratio of these two sample sizes nMLE(ε)/100 in Figure 4.10.
As we can see, the relative efficiency starts below 1, which means, when the
contamination ratio is small, it takes the MLE fewer samples than the MLqE to
achieve the same performance. However, as the contamination ratio increases, the
relative efficiency climbs substantially above 1, meaning that the MLE will need much
more data than the MLqE to achieve the same performance.
4.4.3 Gamma Chi-Square Mixture Model
We take a small digression and consider estimating a Gamma Chi-square mixture
model,
f ∗0 (x) = (1− ε)Gamma(x; p, λ) + εχ2(x; d), (4.15)
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where the second component is the measurement error component. We can think of
our data being generated from the Gamma distribution but contaminated with the
Chi-square gross error. In this section, we consider two scenarios:
Scenario 1: p = 2, λ = 5, d = 5, ε = 0.2, n = 20
Scenario 2: p = 2, λ = 0.5, d = 5, ε = 0.2, n = 20
In each scenario, we generate 50,000 samples according to equation (4.15), fit the
Gamma distribution using both the MLqE and the MLE, and compare these two
estimators based on their mean square error (MSE) for p and λ. For the MLqE,
we adjust q to examine the effect of the bias-variance trade off. The results are
summarized in Figure 4.11 (scenario 1) and Figure 4.12 (scenario 2). In Figure 4.11,
We see that, by setting q < 1, we can successfully trade bias for variance and obtain
better estimation. In scenario 1, since the Gamma distribution and the Chi-square
distribution are sharply different, the bias-variance trade off leads to a significant
reduction on the mean square error by partially ignoring the outliers. However, in
scenario 2, these two distributions are similar (the mean and variance of the Gamma
distribution are 4 and 8, the mean and variance of the Chi-square distribution are
5 and 10). In this situation, partially ignoring the data points on the tails will not
help much, which is why the MSE of the MLqE is always larger than the MSE of the
MLE.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the MLE and the MLqE in terms of the MSE for p̂ (Figure
a) and λ̂ (Figure b) in scenario 1 (p = 2, λ = 5, d = 5, ε = 0.2, n = 20).
4.4.4 Old Faithful Geyser Eruption Data
We consider the Old Faithful geyser eruption data from [20]. The original data is
obtained from the R package “tclust”. The data is univariate eruption time length
with sample size of 272. We sort these eruption lengths by their times of occurrences,
and lag these lengths by one occurrence to form 271 pairs; thus we have two dimen-
sional data (i.e., current eruption length and previous eruption length). This is the
same procedure as described in [21]. For this two dimensional data, they have sug-
gested three clusters. Since the “short followed by short” eruptions are not usual, [21]
identify these points in the lower left corner as outliers.
We plot the original data in Figure 4.13, fit the MLqE (q = 0.8) and the MLE
to the data, and plot the 2 standard deviation ellipsoids. q is selected based on
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the MLE and the MLqE in terms of the MSE for p̂ (Figure
a) and λ̂ (Figure b) in scenario 2 (p = 2, λ = 0.5, d = 5, ε = 0.2, n = 20).
clustering outcome. As we can see, there are a few outliers in the lower left corner.
The MLE is obviously affected by the outliers. The lower right component of the
MLE is dragged to the left to accommodate these outliers, and thus misses the center
of the cluster. Other components of the MLE are also mildly affected. The MLqE,
on the other hand, overcomes this difficulty and correctly identifies the center of each
component. This improvement is especially obvious for the lower right component:
the fitted MLqE lies in the center whereas the MLE is shifted to the left and has a
larger 2 standard deviation ellipsoid.
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MLqE 2−standard deviation ellipsoid
MLE 2−standard deviation ellipsoid
Figure 4.13: Comparison between the MLqE and the MLE for the Old Faithful geyser
data: red triangles: MLqE means; red dashed lines: MLqE two standard deviation
ellipsoids; blue triangles: MLE means; blue dashed lines: MLE two standard deviation
ellipsoids.
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4.5 Selection of q
So far in this chapter, we have fixed q in all the analysis. In this section, we will
investigate the selection of q.
The tuning parameter q governs the sensitivity of the estimator against outliers.
The smaller q is, the less sensitive the MLqE is to outliers. If the contamination
becomes more serious (i.e., larger ε and/or σ2c ), we should use a smaller q to protect
against measurement errors. There is no analytical relation between the level of con-
tamination and q, because it depends on the properties of the non-measurement error
components, the contamination ratio and the variance of the contamination compo-
nent. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the measurement error component is
a normal distribution.
Generally, it is very hard to choose q analytically. Currently, there is no universal
way to do so. Instead, we here present an example to illustrate the idea of selecting
q. We generate one data set using equation (4.14) f ∗0 (x; ε = 0.1, σ
2
c = 40) with the
sample size n = 200. We will demonstrate how to select q for this particular data set.
First, we fit a 3GMM to the data using the MLE and get f̂3GMM. We identify
the component with the largest variance in f̂3GMM as the contamination component.
We extract the non-measurement error components and renormalize weights to get
f̂3GMM→2GMM, which can be considered as the projection from the 3GMM to the
2GMM space. We go back to f̂3GMM, utilize it to perform a parametric bootstrap by
generating many bootstrap samples, and fit 2GMM to these data sets using MLqE
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Figure 4.14: Selection of q based on average KL distance from the bootstrap samples.
(f̂ b
MLqE
2GMM) with q varying between 0.7 and 1. We take the q that minimizes the average
KL distance between the non-measurement error components, f̂3GMM→2GMM, and the
estimated 2GMM f̂ b
MLqE
2GMM from the bootstrap samples. The average KL distance
against q is shown in Figure 4.14. From the figure, we estimate qoptimal to be 0.82.
This is a very simple way to select q. It is straightforward and easy. However,
there is a drawback of this method. When the contamination ratio is very low (e.g.,
1% or 2%) and the sample size is small (n < 100), the estimated 3GMM f̂3GMM
will not be able to estimate the measurement error component correctly since there
are very few outliers. Thus, the parametric bootstrap approach following that will
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become unreliable. We have not found an effective way of selecting q with the small
contamination ratio.
In [1], they have mentioned using asymptotic variance and asymptotic efficiency
as criteria for selecting q. However, obtaining the variance in the mixture model case
is also problematic and unreliable when sample size is small.
To obtain an analytical solution for q is hard. Currently, we have only some
remedies under a few situations, and are still looking for a universal way. However,
we believe that selecting q is a very important question and is one of major future
research directions.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced a new estimation procedure for mixture mod-
els, namely the MLqE, along with the EM-Lq algorithm. Our new algorithm provides
a more robust estimation for mixture models when measurement errors are present in
the data. Simulation results show superior performance of the MLqE over the MLE
in terms of estimating the non-measurement error components. Relative efficiency is
also studied and shows superiority of the MLqE. Note that when q = 1, the MLqE
becomes the MLE, so the MLqE can be considered as a generalization of the MLE.
Throughout this chapter, we see that the MLqE works well with mixture models
in the EM framework. There is a fundamental reason for such a phenomenon. Note
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that the M step of the traditional EM solves a set of weighted likelihood equations
with weights being the soft labels. Meanwhile, the MLqE solves a different set of
weighted likelihood equations with weights being f 1−q. Therefore, incorporating the
MLqE in the EM framework comes down to determining the new weights that are
consistent with both the soft labels and f 1−q. Furthermore, we conjecture that, for
any new types of estimators, as long as they involve only solving sets of weighted
likelihood equations, they should be able to be smoothly incorporated in the mixture
model estimation using the EM framework.
In order to achieve consistency for the MLqE, we need the distortion parameter
q to approach 1 as the sample size n goes to infinity. However, letting q converge
to 1 will affect the bias-variance trade off. So what is the optimal rate at which q
tends to 1 as n→∞? Meanwhile, how to select q at different sample sizes is also an
interesting topic. The distortion parameter q adjusts how aggressive or conservative
we are towards eliminating the effect of outliers. Tuning of the distortion parameter
q will be a fruitful direction for future research.
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An Application to Brain Graph
Data
In this chapter, we introduce a robust clustering technique for analyzing brain
graph data using Maximum Lq-likelihood Estimation (MLqE). The methodology is
based on the EM-Lq algorithm previously proposed in Chapter 4 and [22]. We present
a comparison of MLE and MLqE in terms of Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) and demon-
strate the superior performance of MLqE.
5.1 Description of Data
We receive the adjacency spectral embeddings of one brain graph obtained by the
methodology proposed in [23]. The original brain graph data is generated using the
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pipeline described in [24]. The brain graph is divided into R = 70 non-overlapping
regions where each vertex belongs to only one region. The data takes the form of
matrix X = (xup)
n×P . The sample size is n = 543742 (i.e., 543742 vertices in the
brain graph). Dimension size is P = 50 (i.e., embeddings in a 50 dimensional space).
~xu = (xu1, ..., xuP ) is a vector with length of P = 50, which represents the embedding
of the vertex u from the brain graph into the P = 50 dimensional space. In addition,
another vector Y = (y1, ..., yn) of length n = 543742 is provided which contains the
true region label of each vertex. We have in total R = 70 regions, so yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., 70}.
5.2 Methodology
In this analysis, we use Gaussian mixture models to fit the data using Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimation and Maximum Lq-Likelihood Estimation. The MLE is
obtained by EM algorithm [25] which is implemented in mclust(). The MLqE is ob-
tained by EM-Lq algorithm which is implemented in qclust(). When q = 1, MLqE
becomes MLE, and qclust() is equivalent to mclust().






extract the rows from X which belong to the two regions (say, region i and j), and
further take a subsample with sample size m = 800 (400 cases randomly selected from
region i and another 400 cases randomly selected from region j). After deleting the
r+ 1st dimension through the 50th dimension, we end up with a data matrix X̃ij (m
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by r) and Ỹij (m by 1) where each element of Ỹij is either i or j.
We fit a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the data X̃ij with mclust() using
“VVV” model type. We further fit a GMM to X̃ij with qclust() (the complexity of
the GMM is provided by mclust(), the initial parameters for qclust() are also given
by the estimate obtained from mclust()). We set q = 0.98 in the entire analysis for
demonstration.
Based on the GMMs estimated by mclust() and qclust(), we will be able






















ij,i ∈ {1, 2, ..., K̂ij} where K̂ij is the complexity of GMM esti-




















We repeat the above calculation for all the region pairs {(i, j)|i, j ∈ {1, ..., 70}, i <
j} and collect all dijs. We conduct the Wilcoxon test on the hypothesis:
H0 : median(dij) = 0
HA : median(dij) > 0
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K̂ij frequency #(dij > 0) #(dij < 0) Wilcoxon p-value
1 1897 0 0 NA
2 310 194 111 0.0000
3 92 46 45 0.4170
4 56 28 26 0.3417
5 30 10 20 0.9506
6 13 3 9 0.9270
7 11 4 5 0.5000
8 3 2 0 0.0000
9 3 2 1 0.1250
Total 289 217 0.0006




The results of Wilcoxon tests are summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Table
5.1 shows the Wilcoxon tests using the first r = 2 dimensions of X, while Table 5.2
shows the Wilcoxon tests using the first r = 4 dimensions of X. We also show the
results of Wilcoxon tests conditioned on K̂ij.
From these tables, we see that when using the first 2 dimensions of X, the overall
Wilcoxon test (in bold numbers) rejects the null hypothesis that median(dij) = 0.
When conditioning on K̂, we see that such Wilcoxon tests are rejected when K̂ij = 2
and are not rejected otherwise. Moreover, when using the first 4 dimensions of X,
the overall Wilcoxon test (in bold numbers) rejects the null hypothesis with a more
significant p-value. When conditioned on K̂ij, Wilcoxon tests at K̂ij = 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 are
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K̂ij frequency #(dij > 0) #(dij < 0) Wilcoxon p-value
1 1825 0 0 NA
2 332 193 130 0.0002
3 109 66 34 0.0004
4 43 28 14 0.0098
5 37 24 13 0.0235
6 33 19 14 0.1481
7 19 11 7 0.1189
8 8 5 3 0.1445
9 9 7 2 0.0195
Total 353 217 0.0000
Table 5.2: Summary of Wilcoxon tests for different K̂ij using the first four dimensions
(r = 4)
all rejected.
To summarize, we understand that MLqE provides a better clustering result than
MLE because it partially ignores the outliers which are very common in the data set
X. This phenomenon becomes more significant when applied in higher dimensional
space (r = 4 compared to r = 2).





region pairs, our dijs are correlated which undermines the
p-values obtained by Wilcoxon tests. However, the correlation is reduced when we
take subsamples (sample size m = 800) from the original data set X.
5.3.2 A In-Depth Example of One Region Pair
In this section, we take a particular pair: region 8 and 38, and present the result
associated with this pair.
We first plot the first two dimensions of the data from this region pair in Figure
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Figure 5.1: The embedding data of region pair 8 and 38. Panel A displays the
orginal data at the orignal scale, black “2”s— region 8, green “1”s — region 38;
Panel B displays the black box in panel A at a smaller scale; Panel C displays the
black box in panel B at an even smaller scale; Panel D displays the black box in panel
C at the smallest scale.
5.1. In panel A, we clearly see there are many apparent outliers. It also appears
that many data points (especially black “2”s) are concentrated in a very small area.
Therefore, in panels B, C and D, we gradually zoom in around the center of the black
“2”s and finally see the shape of this cluster.
We further fit GMMs to the data using MLE and MLqE. The clustering results
are shown in Figure 5.2. The red and blue curves (one standard deviation) indicate
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on MLE cluster 1








































































































































































































on MLqE cluster 2
Figure 5.2: The clustering results for region pair 8 and 38. Red curve: one standard
deviation ellipsoid of the normal distributions of each cluster fitted by MLE; Blue
curve: one standard deviation ellipsoid of the normal distributions of each cluster
fitted by MLqE. Panels A, B, C and D still display the same regions and same scales
as in Figure 5.1
the clustering given by MLE and MLqE. From panel A, we can see the first MLE
cluster is obviously affected by the outliers, whereas the first MLqE cluster is much
more accurate and captures the shape of green “1”s. The same idea appears in panel
B. In panel C, we see the second MLE cluster is still identifying green “1”s. On the
other hand, in panel D the second MLqE cluster correctly identifies the shape and
location of the center of black “2”s.
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●
Figure 5.3: The change of ARI as q goes from 1 to 0.8 for region pair 8 and 38.
We further plot ARI8,38(q) as a function of q, the tuning parameter in MLqE, in
Figure 5.3. As we can see from the figure, by lowering q away 1, we get significant
improvement in terms of ARI first and then the advantage gradually disappears as q
keeps moving away 1. As q reaches 0.85, we have ARI approach 0. Notice that when
q = 0.96, we have the highest ARI which is about 50% higher than the ARI at q = 1
(the black dot) which corresponds to MLE (i.e., mclust()).
From Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, we know that, because mclust() gives each data
point equal weight, the two Gaussians estimated from mclust() are largely affected
by outliers. On the other hand, the GMM given by qclust() is correctly identifying
the centers of the blue dots and red dots by ignoring outliers (especially these outliers
that are very distant from the centers which have huge effect on the estimation of
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mclust()).
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have applied the MLqE of Gaussian mixture models on the
adjacency embeddings of the brain graph data and obtained superior performance
compared to the results obtained by MLE. By partially ignoring outliers in the data,




In this chapter, we conclude our current research as well as present future research
directions.
6.1 Conclusion
Robust statistics is one of the most important research areas in statistics because
real world problems seldom fit these strict assumptions perfectly. Model assumption
violation or model misspecification are ubiquitous. The Lq-likelihood approach we
present in this dissertation functions as a special class of Huber’s M-estimators which
includes the traditional maximum likelihood estimator as a special case. The whole
class of estimators is indexed by a tuning parameter q which reduces the original
class of M-estimator (indexed by ψ) to a one dimensional space. More importantly,
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this class of M-estimator gives the solution of the weighted likelihood equation with
special form of weights. Another advantage of the MLqE is that sometimes Huber’s
M-estimator’s ψ function is difficult to interpret; there may not even exist a contrast
function ρ corresponding to it. On the other hand, the MLqE has a very interpretable
contrast function — Lq-likelihood. Moreover, this Lq-likelihood gives nice properties
in other areas of statistics, for example, Bayesian statistics. The delicate design of
the Lq-likelihood connects Huber’s ψ function with a well defined contrast function
ρ which leads to many desirable properties of the estimator.
The Lq-likelihood effectively brings robustness to traditional statistical inference
while maintaining small efficiency loss. The limiting case of Lq-likelihood as q → 1
means that we can use Lq-likelihood as a framework to trade off between efficiency
and robustness.
6.2 Future Research
For future research, we will focus on several topics.
First of all, the selection of the tuning parameter remains a challenging issue. For
estimation purposes, the selection of q is essentially the problem of allocating the
weights so that the estimate is the most accurate. On the other hand, for testing
purposes, the selection of q becomes the problem of maximizing the power function.
It is reasonable to develop different procedures for the selection of q for estimation
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and testing. No matter whether estimation or testing, selecting q is essentially the
problem of efficiency and robustness trade off. Such a trade off may appear easy
under certain situations while extremely hard under others. Therefore, selecting q
needs to be addressed within the context specified.
We understand that solving MLqE is equivalent to solving the weighted likelihood
equation. Therefore, the connection between MLqE and other weighted likelihood
equation approaches is worth investigating. The ways to decide weight allocation in
other approaches may also shed some light on how to select q.
We have been discussing the problem of statistical inference under model misspec-
ification or assumption violations. However, how to detect model misspecification is
another interesting problem. In this case, we suspect we will need q > 1 to “exagger-
ate” the effect. Proposing a model misspecification test is promising and seems to be




7.1 Assumptions 1 - 4
Assumptions 1 - 4 of [12] pp 371-372 are restated:
1) The function uq is differentiable at θ0 with the derivative u
′
q(θ0) 6= 0;
2) The standard deviation of Tq,n is of order 1/
√
n;
3) For a sequence of alternative θn → θ0, the distribution of [Tq,n−uq(θn)]/
√
Vq(θn)/n




7.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3.3











1), where we use the fact that Ef [f
′′
θ /f ] = 0 in the last step. Since Eg[f
′′
θ /f ] > 0, we
have A(ε, q = 1) > B(ε, q = 1) > 0, and hence, A(ε,q=1)
B(ε,q=1)
> 1. When f is a normal
distribution, Eg[f
′′


















is equivalent to σ2f < σ
2
g . Note that this condition does not require g to be a normal
distribution.
7.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3.4


















which is a function that does not involve ε, that is, a constant function in ε. Further-
more, we know A(ε = 0, q = 1) − B(ε = 0, q = 1) = 0 (from Definition 3.3.1), and






7.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3.5




























































































































































(A− B)|q=1 > 0. Since A− B is a continuous function of ε








































































. Hence, the assumption becomes
σ2g
σ4f
















where Kg and Kf are Kurtosises of g and f . When we assume normal distribu-














































































f 1−q log f
]
.














































































[A(ε, q)−B(ε, q)]|ε=0,q=1 > 0
Since ∂
∂q
A/B is a continuous function in ε and q, there exists a set D = {ε, q : ε ∈







> 0. Therefore, for E < ε < 1 and




. Since A(ε, 1)/B(ε, 1) > 1 (by Theorem 3.3.3),
and A/B is continuous in q, we have for C∗ < q < 1, A(ε, q)/B(ε, q) > 1. Hence, for
max(C,C∗) < q < 1, |A(ε, 1)/B(ε, 1)− 1| > |A(ε, q)/B(ε, q)− 1|.
7.6 Lemma 7.6.1
Lemma 7.6.1. ∀m ∈ R and ∀a, b ∈ R+, it holds that













(iv) Lq(a) is a concave function and Lq(a) ≤ a− 1.
Proof. (i) We know that Lq(ab) =
(a1−q−1)+(b1−q−1)+(a1−q−1)(b1−q−1)











(iii) By (i), we have Lq(a/b) = Lq(a)/b
1−q + Lq(1/b) = [Lq(a)− Lq(b)]/b1−q.
(iv) We have ∂2Lq(a)/∂a
2 = −qa−q−1 < 0, hence, Lq(a) is concave. By the mean





7.7 Re-weighting Algorithm for MLqE
The re-weighting algorithm for solving the MLqE in general is described as follows.
To obtain θ̂MLqE, we start with an initial estimate θ
(1) which could be any sensible
estimate. (We usually use θ̂MLE as the starting point.) For each new iteration t
(t > 1), θ(t+1) is computed via
θ(t+1) =
{







where U(x; θ) = ∇θ log f(x; θ) = f ′θ(x; θ)/f(x; θ). The algorithm is stopped when a
certain convergence criterion is satisfied, for example, the change in θ(t) is sufficiently
small.

























i (xi − µ̂(t+1))2,
where w
(t)
i = ϕ(xi; µ̂
(t), σ̂2
(t)
)1−q and ϕ is a normal probability density function.


































































































= B(Ψ,Ψold) + C(Ψold,Ψold),
where, from equation (7.5) to (7.6), we have used Jensen’s inequality on the Lq
function due to its concavity (Lemma 7.6.1, part (iv) in Chapter 7). When Ψ = Ψold,
we have

















By theorem 4.2.3, we know that D(Ψold) = 0 and D(Ψ) ≥ 0, so D(Ψ) obtains its







Taking the derivative of both sides of (7.7), we have the first part of the theorem.
Together with equation (4.3) and (4.4), we prove the rest of the theorem.
7.10 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1





































7.11 Proof of Theorem 4.3.2





































































7.12 Proof of Theorem 4.2.4 for the mix-
ture model case












































(πoldj fj(xi; θoldj )
f(xi; Ψold)






(πoldk fk(xi; θoldk )
f(xi; Ψold)








j )− fk(xi; θoldk )
f(xi; Ψold)q
.
We calculate the derivatives of
∑n


































j )− fk(xi; θoldk )
f(xi; Ψold)q
.
By comparing the formulas above, we obtain the first equation of the theorem. To-
gether with equation (4.3) and (4.4), we prove the rest of the theorem.
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